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NEL-14512 – NOT ETERNAL

Not Eternal. When observing the work of Nel-14512 over the past four years, I was struck by her ever-subtle
representation of time within the context of the preciousness of Life in all its fragile forms, confronted to inescapable
Death. By doing so, the young Belgian artist caresses a rather classical panel of themes found in western, often religious,
art. But her technique and the form she chooses for her sculptures and assemblages is all but classical.
New Belgian surrealism is perhaps a way of explaining Nel-14512’s journey so far. I would rather think of her as a graceful
visual poet mixing her love for popular art and the (French) word with a much wider heritage of artistic expression from
her country of origin, but not only. She says Magritte and Duchamp are still major influences on her work, but I can think
of an even more international crowd when I look at the exhibition we put together, ranging from Frans Snijders to Jan
Fabre - while some works echo my lasting impressions of Ai Wei Wei, Edvard Munch and even Chaim Soutine.
In the end, Nel-14512’s artistic expression is truly unique and her own. Her modern portraits of the soul transcend human
emotion, spoken or silent, inviting us to consider our own personal story, our relationship to God, to Love, to Sex, to
Beauty, to Knowledge and most of all to Life.
Living in Liege, Nel is a self-taught artist and has had several exhibitions since 2012, mostly in Belgium. Her synergetic
relationship with the Belgian Gallery of Namur (BE) has allowed her work to meet international collectors through art
fairs and solo shows, culminating with the very successful “De la Suie dans les Idées – Un Clin d’Oeil Surréaliste de
Magritte à Nel-14512” (D’Arc – Scène National – le Creusot, France - 2018) exhibition which featured a retrospective of
her work in conversation with that of Masters of Belgian Surrealism like Magritte and Delvaux.
Her humor and wit taint every piece she delicately makes in her studio at home. And so, we start this exhibition with two
sculptures from 2014, where snails serve as a reminder of our consciousness of the evolution and expansion of Life. To
the ancient Egyptians, the spiral (and by association, the snail) was a symbol of the progress of Life spiraling out and
expanding. Here they also represent inevitable decay. Then come three pieces of 2016 – all visual and literary reminders
that our time on earth is limited. Yet Nel’s artistic comment is never pathetic or sad, but always an invitation to live fully.

Au Nom du Père / In the Name of the Father (2017), Ecce Homo (2017) and Accoupler le Souffle / Breath Taking (2018)
are religious comments that can be read in many ways but clearly question how much suffering one should endure for
one’s belief? What makes a Man? Is the church truly open to unconditional love?
The brain is often overwhelmingly present in Nel’s work. The brain as a sexual organ (a thought also often developed in
the work of Jan Fabre), the brain as a precious and fragile organ, at times ready to be filled with ideas (Science Infuse
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/ Infused Science – 2018), at times closed and protected like the pearl-brain shielded by a shell and glass dome in Perle
Rare / Rare Pearl (2018).
Yet the brain is little without the flesh or without the heart, both recurring elements to be found in different uses like in
Enveloppe Charnelle / Carnal Envelope (2017), where the flesh may contain secrets, or like in Coup de Coeur /Crush
(2017) where a giant leather heart teases the viewer into wondering how much a heart can truly take.
I chose Pas de Fumée sans Feu / No Smoke without Fire (2018) to be the closing piece of this exhibition. To me, the title
suggests it is a direct homage of Nel-14512 to Magritte’s Ceci n’est pas une Pipe and to Duchamp’s famous signature,
acknowledging that she would not be there without them. Surrealism has surely encouraged us to think outside of the
box, to consider things from different angles, to be open to the unknown – it rose out of the bitter ashes of the Great
War – and NOW is perhaps the perfect time to once again look at ourselves from a different eye. We are after all, not
eternal.
Klaus Pas, July 2018
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NEL-14512
(Belgium, 1986)

Born in Etterbeek (Belgium) in 1986, Nel-14512 is a Belgian symbolist-surrealist sculptor.
Her body of work is born out of the inventive blending of a figurative style tainted by pop art with the deconstruction of
the French language. At first sight, the viewer discovers works that play with expressions and their mental projections
to perpetually oscillate between the symbolism of a concept and its literal representation.
What is the meaning of an image? Must it be one with its explanation? Thus being one with its title? Following this very
interrogation and this play on signifying and signified, Nel-14512’s work undeniably adopts the visual style of surrealism,
with the same attention to detail and resemblance, but her own use of language does not translate into an absence of
link between the word and the image. It is quite the opposite, for her sculptures dive deeper into the meaning of their
title, gracefully exhausting its symbolic meaning.
Nel-14512’s technical and documentary research all aim at creating a visual shock resulting from the juxtaposition of
images, words and objects, whereby she expresses herself almost philosophically, shamelessly shaking some of our core
beliefs.
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Nel-14512 – Momento Mori
Selected Exhibitions
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